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Every journal has a story to tell

•

The Journal Citation Reports (JCR) is:
– ...journal intelligence...
•

–

...with transparency...
•
•

–

You can not only see the data but also see through the data to a more nuanced consideration of journal
value.
With new article-level data, you have a clearer understanding of the quality of the articles included in
the journal as well as the relationship between the article and the journal.

...to show the value of journals…
•

•

•

It includes journal metrics and indicators, such as the Journal Impact Factor, but also provides other
descriptive and contextual information.

The value of the journal is more than just a sum of its parts, value is also derived from the reciprocal
relationship between the quality of a journal and the quality of its content. Good articles make for a
good journal, and a good journal enhances a good article.
The JCR is uniquely focused on the journal and its role in the network of scholarly communication.

Clarivate Analytics is publisher-neutral
–
–

Clarivate Analytics is not a primary or journal publisher
From the sources we select for indexing to the metrics we provide, our only interest is in the accuracy of our
data on each journal, and on every journal.
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2018 Release Details*

276 New
listings

234 Categories

11,655
titles
80 Countries
20 journals suppressed,
Editorial Expression of Concern on 5
additional titles

2206 Publisher
Imprints
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Looking back
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The first JCR, in 1975

“This book is the result of more than ten years’ research… “
The SCI, provided “a unique and unprecedented opportunity to look at
references and citations not just as tools for information retrieval, but to
look at them also as characteristics of the journals that they linked. … I
began to study journals as socio-scientific phenomena as well as
communications media.”

What’s new this year – a tour of features
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Additional metrics and contextual information will deliver insights and value beyond the JIF, supporting a
more responsible use of JCR.

New content

What it means

• Enhanced journal profile page

Better understand content, regions, and
institutions that make a journal influential

• New citation data & indicators -- Citation
histogram; median cites to articles; median
cites to reviews

Identify relative contribution of different
document types to JIF
See number/type of items that
disproportionately drive JIF value

• Document-level transparency for JIF

Validate the calculation of the JIF
Understand author/article contribution to
journal performance
Explore sources of impact

• New contextual information -- Geographic
representation of authors; list of top
contributing institutions

Understand global community of the journal
and key user groups

• Addition of BKCI citations to citation
network

A more complete picture of the citation
landscape of your journal
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New Landing Page

All
journal
access

Full list of
journals with
key metrics

Category-level
metrics

Save lists to
re-analyze
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The journal profile page is a narrative – the
story of this journal

Journal information
JIF context
Citation impact profile
JIF calculation details
Fully transparent article data
Top-cited items in JIF
Current year information
Journal descriptor (3 years)
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Context and content of the Journal Impact Factor
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How data visibility becomes data transparency

All citable items,
down to zero JIF
citations
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Content continues to evolve; see the current progress of citable items with Web of Science weekly
updates
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How data visibility becomes data transparency – part 2
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Web of Science as a way to analyze and understand where “impact” comes from
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Analyze all Citing materials (within entitlements)
Seeing the data, seeing into the data, seeing through the data
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Data are not just to measure, they are to understand: Geographic and Institutional Distributions

This enables users to see who the top contributors to a journal are, at both institutional and country levels.
These data summarize the characteristics of the journal's published content for 2017 and the two prior
years, combined. They are descriptive data rather than comparative metrics.
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Some details: Books and Early Acces
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Inclusion of BkCI in the Citation Network

• The entire WoS Core Collection is part of how we define “impact” at the journal
level.
• Including the BkCI in the JCR allows us to show a multi-dimensional network of
journal influence in the JCR, an appropriate analog to the way we show that multidimensional network in WoS.
• Greater clarity between the data in WoS and the data in JCR.
• For topics where the book literature represents a significant avenue of scholarly
dialog, this strengthens the JCR offering, and shows the value of the extended
coverage of the WoS core collection.
• Although books contribute relatively few citations to the JIF, they provide more
citations in the 5-year Journal Impact Factor and Total Citations metrics, particularly
for fields where the book literature is a more important vehicle for the publication of
primary research.
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BkCI Provides a novel source of citations, completing a picture of journal impact

1975
JCR is
launched
with SCI

2008
1978

1979

SSCI edition
added to JCR

A&H citations
added

Proceedings
indices
citations
added

2016

2018

ESCI citations
added

BKCI citations
added
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Inclusion of BKCI in the Citation Network

Total Citation contribution

flagship
ESCI
CPCI
BKCI

Inner Ring: Social Sciences Edition
Outer Ring: Sciences Edition

JIF Citation Contribution
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Books play different roles for Science and Social Sciences

SCIE

SSCI

Total citations aggregated = 59.5M
ESCI = 5.2%
CPCI = 2.1%
BKCI = 1.6%

Total citations aggregated = 7.09 M
ESCI = 15.3%
CPCI = 1.6%
BKCI = 4.1%

Total JIF citations reported = 4.2 M
ESCI = 4.5 %
CPCI = 2.3%
BkCI = 0.9%

Total JIF citations reported = 688 k
ESCI = 13.3%
CPCI = 1.6%
BkCI = 2.3%
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Early Access and the JCR
Researchers need, find and use content more rapidly than ever.
Clarivate Analytics has responded by indexing of version of record journal content that is available online
through our indexing of Early Access items.
The 2018 JCR data reflect the first sets of Early Access items in Web of Science, anticipating a more
extensive roll-out of EA content in 2018 JCR data (2019 release).
How does Early Access count towards the JCR data?
• JCR counts Early Access items with citable document types in the citable item count for the year
corresponding to the Early Access publication date.
• EA items contribute to the JCR citation counts according to their Early Access publication date.
What’s the contribution for this JCR?
• There are ~375 source records included in the denominator of the Immediacy Index only, with ~2,700
citations counting towards the JIF numerator.
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JCR 2018: New ways to tell the story
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JCR in 2018 – new ways to tell the story: Data visibility is not data transparency

JCR offers multiple layers of information and navigation to source data.
• Citation histogram gives a snapshot of the way the population of content – of all
document types – builds the “impact profile” of the journal, representing the complexity
of journal content.
• All denominator items are listed, linked to view as a results set in WoS allowing more
analysis, and exportable for other use.
• Top-cited items are visible directly beside the JIF calculation and linked directly to WoS
item-by-item.
• Citing journal summary shows the highest-impact journal pairs .
• Within each citing journal, the citing articles are featured – also ordered to show
the highest contributors.
• Within each citing article, see the individual reference, the raw materials of
citation metrics.
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JCR in 2018 – new ways to tell the story: Curation and responsibility

Understanding the components of journal performance: not just on the citations received,
but the “who,” “what” and “where”.
• JCR article-level data show the way individual articles build the “impact” of a journal, but
also demonstrates how the population of items combine towards the value of the journal.
• JCR has established review criteria for the accuracy, completeness and integrity of the
metrics we publish.
• The bibliographic management of content, extensive data review and expert editing of
production process ensures complete and correct content.
• To provide metrics responsibly, means to sufficiently monitor the source of the data to
ensure its validity.
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JCR in 2018 – new ways to tell the story: Journal Intelligence

A journal is not just a collection of papers, but a system of content and collaborations
JCR offers an x-ray view of the interplay between article citation and journal impact
• V iew in WoS allows you to see the on-going development of content. Journals are not
static, but continuous in time.
• Summary analyses of the countries, regions and institutions that have contributed to the
journal’s recent years content- outlining the community of authors that are the principle
creators and consumers of the journal’s content.
• More than 20 calculated journal metrics, 8 calculated Category-level metrics, and multiple
points of access to the journal (and article) citation network
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Additional Resources:

Science Research Connect Posts: https://clarivate.com/blog/science-research-connect/
• Counting is Easy; Metrics are Difficult
• A Journal Is as a Journal Does: Four Emergent Properties of Journals in Scholarly Communication
• Learning from History: Understanding the Origin of the JCR
• Metaphor and Metrics
• Journal Analysis: More than just Impact Factor
• JCR Use Cases, Branding, and Terms of Use
• Choosing Your Publication Destination Wisely
LibGuides: http://clarivate.libguides.com/home
New JCR Training: http://clarivate.libguides.com/jcr
Clarivate Analytics Essays Page: https://clarivate.com/essays/
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How to send a question or concern:
Clarivate Analytics Support page: https://support.clarivate.com/WebOfScience/s/
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Looking ahead:
Another quote from 1975:

“This book is not, in its
present form, all that I
should like it to be.”

Questions?
Send through chat!

